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Abstract 
Machine learning and pattern recognition play a vital role in the field of 
biomedical engineering, where the task is to identify or classify a disease 
based on a set of observations. The inability of a single method to 
effectively solve the problem gives rise to the use multiple models for 
solving the same problem in a ‘Mixture of Experts’ mode. Further the data 
may be too large for any system to effectively solve the problem. This 
motivates the use of computational modularity in the system where a 
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number of modules independently solve part of the problem. In this paper 
we construct a Mixture of Experts model where a number of different 
techniques are applied to solve the same problem. The individual decision 
by each of these experts is fused by an integrator that gives the final 
output. Each of the units is a complex modular neural network. The first 
modularity clusters the entire input space into a set of modules. The 
second modularity divides the number of attributes. Each cluster is a 
neural network that solves the problem. The individual neural networks 
are evolved using Genetic Algorithms which optimizes both the 
architecture and the parameters. The complete system is used for the 
diagnosis of Breast Cancer. Experimental results show that the proposed 
system outperforms the traditional simple and hybrid approaches. The 
system on the whole is highly scalable to both number of attributes and 
data items. 
 
Keywords: Modular Neural Networks, Ensembles, Evolutionary Neural 
Networks, Breast Cancer, Biomedical Engineering, Hybrid Computing, 
Artificial Neural Networks, Evolutionary Algorithms, Soft Computing. 

 
1. Introduction 
Biomedical Engineering deals with a unique amalgamation of the medical 
technologies with the principles of engineering to enable the creation of 
systems for problem solving (Bronzino, 2006). Medical diagnosis is a 
promising domain where we use intelligent automated systems to enable 
detection of disease. This detection may be used to assist doctors in more 
efficient and fast decision making. Many times the doctors may not be 
able to observe the symptoms that may be easily processed and diagnosed 
by the intelligent systems. These systems hence find widespread use in 
different diseases and different platforms. 
 
Machine Learning deals with the task of finding of the patterns and trends 
in the historical data and storing them in a more compact and summered 
format (Shukla, Tiwari, and Kala, 2010). This enables the system use the 
same rules for the computation of output to any of the applied input. The 
outputs would be correct for both the training and the testing data sets, if 
the extracted rules are general enough to be extended to the testing data 
set. In this manner we may easily use machine learning techniques in the 
past medical record of the patients to precisely diagnose or predict the 
disease possibility in the new patients.  
 
Most of the problems in medical diagnosis are classificatory in nature. 
Here we are supposed to classify the applied input into one of the more 
classes that the system possesses. This differs from the functional 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

prediction problems where the output is more continuous in nature 
denoting some output value to any of the applied inputs. The classification 
problems mainly deal with the determination of the decision boundaries 
that separate the different classes from one another in the input space. This 
separation of the various classes is carried out using the knowledge base of 
the system that is developed after learning.  
 
Breast Cancer is a prominent disease into the females that has been of 
special concern due to its widespread attacks in various parts of the world 
in the previous years. Cancer refers to cells that grow larger than 2mm in 
every 3 months and multiply out of control and spreads to other parts of 
the body. Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in 
women in worldwide and occurring in nearly one out of eight women. It 
occurs mostly in women.  The detection of breast cancer mostly makes use 
of three techniques namely, Mammography, Biopsy and Fine Needle 
aspiration (Breastcencer.org, 2010).  
 
The intelligent systems make extensive use of neural networks for 
classification and machine learning. The neural networks are an 
inspiration from the human brain that contains 10

11
 neurons and 10

22
 

connections that all operate together for a massive amount of computation 
resulting in the human capability to solve really complex tasks. The 
artificial counterpart of the same, consisting of the artificial neural 
networks, is employed to solve much simpler problems with much limited 
number of neurons. These systems are effectively able to give high 
performances with much limited number of neurons (Konar, 2000).  
 
The artificial neural networks face two major problems namely high 
dimensionality and high data set size. High dimensionality means having 
too many attributes into the system. The high number of attributes 
normally leads to a very high complexity with which the inputs map to the 
outputs. The task of classification deals with determination of decision 
boundaries across the individual classes. A high dimensionality means a 
very complex and highly dimensional shape of the input space which may 
not be easily worked out for the construction of these decision boundaries. 
The same is the problem when the number of data items becomes very 
large. This means the existence of very complex relations by which the 
inputs get mapped to the outputs. The intelligent system being used may 
not be able to formulate or imitate this complex relationship.  
 
As a result of these problems, the use of a single system may not be able 
to solve the problem, giving a high degree of accuracy. Here we make use 
of two common techniques for problem solving. The first technique is the 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

modular neural networks. These systems try to solve the problem by 
introducing modularity in the computation. The different parts or modules 
of the model perform different activities. They all solve some or the other 
part of the problem. Each module is a neural network in itself. The 
collective task by all the modules solves the complete problems (Matera, 
1998).  
 
Ensembles are another commonly used technique for problem solving. 
Here a number of systems solve the same problem redundantly (Hansen 
and Salamon, 1990). They work over the same inputs and using their own 
mechanisms, they generate the outputs. The different modules may 
generate different outputs. An integrator is made, that collects all these 
outputs and makes the final decision regarding the correct output of the 
system, considering the various responses generated by the different 
modules. Each module here is a neural network in itself. This model is 
also known as a mixture of experts model. The various modules act as 
experts that possess enough expertise to themselves solve the problem. 
The task of the integrator is to collect the decisions of these experts and 
make the final decision regarding the output of the system.  
 
In this paper we simultaneously solve both the problems of high 
dimensionality as well as the high input data size. The complete approach 
is based on a modular neural network architecture. The first modularity is 
applied at the input space. Here we designate different modules for the 
different parts of the input space. Each module of the network then further 
applies the modularity at the level of the dimensionality. The different 
modules are given different attributes. Evolutionary neural networks are 
used as the basic constituting modules.  Finally the entire architecture is 
mapped on a mixture of experts architecture. There are three different 
experts that solve the problem using their own mechanisms. Each of the 
experts is a complex modular neural network using the above architecture. 
This completes the entire model. 
 
In this paper we first present the literature survey in section 2. We then use 
a bottom up approach to tackle the entire problem. We would first build an 
evolutionary neural network in section 3. Later we develop a model that 
divides the input attributes into various modules. Each of these modules 
would be an evolutionary neural network. This is presented in section 4. 
We then develop a model that divides the entire input space into clusters. 
Each of the modules of this layer would be a modular neural network as 
discussed in section 5. This would then be upgraded into a mixture of 
experts architecture. This is discussed in section 6. Section 7 presents the 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

experimental results. Some discussions are presented in section 8. Finally 
we give the conclusion remarks in section 9. 

 
2. Literature Review 

 
This paper is an extension of much of the earlier works by the authors 
where the authors used different models on different diseases and different 
databases. The motivation is to unite all the different approaches to make a 
unanimous model that has the advantages of all the different approaches. 
Kala, Shukla, and Tiwari (2009a) made an implementation of a Modular 
Neural Network for machine learning. This model clustered the entire 
input space into clusters. Each cluster was solved using its own neural 
network. The approach was applied for learning of a self made database of 
face recognition. Results proved that the approach could better identify the 
faces. Further the system was scalable to handle much more data.  
 
In another approach Shukla et al. (2009a) made use of ensemble approach 
for problem solving. Here a variety of models were used for solving the 
same set of inputs and outputs. The integrator used a voting mechanism 
for deciding the final output. This approach was on a speech database. The 
combination of face and speech was applied along with a better integration 
technique in (Kala et al., 2010). Here each module returned the 
probabilities of the occurrence of the various classes. These were summed 
up for all the modules to get the final probability vector. The integrator 
declared the class corresponding to the maximum sum as the final output 
class.  
 
Numerous models on medical diagnosis have further been developed and 
tested (Janghel, Shukla, and Tiwari, 2010; Janghel et al., 2009; Shukla, 
Tiwari, and Kaur, 2009; Shukla et al., 2009b). These models use a variety 
of methods namely Multi-Layer Perceptron with Back Propagation 
Algorithm, Radial Basis Function Networks, Self Organizing Maps, 
Learning Vector Quantization, Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems, 
etc. for the diagnosis of diseases. The major diseases include diabetes, 
heart diseases, epilepsy, breast cancer, thyroid, etc. In all combinations of 
model and disease, an effective diagnosis could be made. This emphasizes 
on a high degree of accuracies of the individual systems. There is however 
always a scope to remove the individual limitations of the models and 
further enhance the recognition score.  
 
A number of models from hybrid soft computing have also been applied 
on the problem of PIMA Indian Diabetes (Kala, Shukla, and Tiwari, 
2009b). This includes the ensemble approach, neuro-fuzzy systems, and 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

evolutionary neural networks. All the hybrid methods gave a good 
accuracy for diagnosis. Based on the comparisons in the same work it was 
clear that the evolutionary neural networks and ensemble techniques 
remove the limitations existing in the individual neural network models. 
An extended version of these works may be found in various chapters of 
the books (Shukla and Tiwari, 2011a, 2011b).   
 
The problem of classification especially requires a good system modelling 
in order to enable the system separate the various classes in the system. 
The major problem is especially the classification of the inputs that lie 
close to the decision boundaries. Kala, Shukla, and Tiwari (2010a) also 
modified the neuro-fuzzy architecture to enable it carry effective 
classification. The approach was further extended to evolve the entire 
system using an evolutionary architecture (Kala, Shukla, and Tiwari, 
2010b).  
 
A lot of interesting work may be seen in the works of other authors into 
the mixed domain of machine learning and bio-medical engineering. One 
good modular neural network model is presented for the biometric 
recognition in the work of Melin and Castilo (2005), and Melin et al. 
(2006). Here the authors make three different modules for a multi-modal 
biometric recognition system. One module is dedicated to each biometric 
modality i.e. face, speech and fingerprint. Fuzzy integration is the 
integration technique of use. Each module in turn uses a hierarchical 
modular neural network with an evolutionary base and a fuzzy integration 
technique.  
 
In another work Pedrajas, Martinez, and Perez (2002) used co-evolution as 
a mechanism of evolution of a modular neural network. In this model the 
various modules of the modular neural network evolve in a co-
evolutionary approach. The various modules help each other to evolve 
with good recognition rate and develop distinct characteristics for an 
optimal overall system performance.  
 
A large amount of work is also done at the biomedical front to develop 
innovative means for effective diagnosis. Ma et al. (2006) proposed a 
technology to extract micro-calcifications clusters with accurate edge 
effects to obtain much more hidden information which can't be detected by 
the naked eye on mammograms in order to help the doctors in diagnosing 
early breast cancer. Another approach makes use of fuzzy logic, vibro-
acoustography and probabilistic neural network on mammograms for 
computerized microcalcification detection for breast cancer (Cheng, Lui, 
and Freimanis, 1998; Alizad et al. 2004; Karahaliou et al. 2008).   



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

 
An effective diagnosis can also be done using image analysis of the 
screening mammograms of the breast cancer. The important task here is to 
extract the suitable features and use them for the diagnosis. This helps in 
the early detection of breast cancer (Sameti et al. 2009). In another work 
Abdalla et al. (2007) use various feature extraction tools like LDA, NDA, 
PCA and the classification is done by Support vector Machines (SVM) 
and neural networks. SVM is able to achieve better classification 
accuracy. Thermogram is a promising front-line screening tool as it is able 
to warn women of breast cancer up to 10 years in advance (Tan et al., 
2007). The use of modified self-organizing map with nonlinear weight 
adjustments to reduce number of unnecessary biopsies can be found in the 
work of Laufer and Rubinsky (2009). Probabilistic neural network to 
perform supervised classification and rough sets is able to reduce the 
number of attributes in the dataset without sacrificing classification 
accuracy as reported in the work of Revett et al. (2005).  
 
For all the experimentation in this paper we would be making use of the 
database from UCI Machine Learning Repository (Wolberg, Mangasarian, 
and Aha, 1992). The problem is the diagnosis of the diseases and detection 
of the type of breast cancer i.e. Malignant or Benign. This is based on 
some attributes that are given as inputs in the database. This database 
consists of 29 real valued inputs. These correspond to the following 
features for each cell nucleus: radius (mean of distances from center to 
points on the perimeter), texture (standard deviation of gray-scale values), 
perimeter, area, smoothness (local variation in radius lengths), 
compactness (perimeter

2
 / area - 1.0), concavity (severity of concave 

portions of the contour), concave points (number of concave portions of 
the contour), symmetry, fractal dimension (coastline approximation - 1). 
The entire data set consists of a total of 357 benign and 212 malignant 
cases, totalling to 569 instances in the database. 

 

3. Evolutionary Neural Network 
 
The first step in the development of the complete system is the use of 
evolutionary neural network. The neural network model we use is a Multi-
Layer Perceptron. In this model a number of artificial neurons are 
connected to each other in a layered architecture. The first layer is the 
input layer and the last layer is the output layer. There may be any number 
of hidden layers in between. Most of the problems can be effectively 
solved by a single layer alone. On the other hand increasing the layers or 
the number of neurons makes the output surface very complex, giving 
poor performance to the testing outputs. Hence we assume that the 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

network would have only a single hidden layer. The task of the 
evolutionary algorithm here is to both optimize the neural network 
architecture as well as fix the correct weights and biases. The complete 
framework of evolutionary neural networks is shown in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: The Evolutionary Neural Network 

 

3.1 Individual Representation 

 

The first task in the implementation of the evolutionary neural network is 

the individual representation. Each individual of the genetic algorithm is a 

neural network. We consider that the maximum number of hidden neurons 

in the only hidden layer of the neural network to be hmax. Each neuron may 

or may not be connected to any of the input and the output neurons. In this 

manner the neural network follows a connectionist approach where the 

connections between the various neurons may or may not exist. This 

results in a variable architecture to the entire neural network. A hidden 
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neuron not connected to any input neuron or output neuron is equivalent to 

be absent from the entire network.  

 

The genetic individual contains a set of genes. Each gene stores some 

information about the network. Let there be a total of i input neuron and o 

output neurons. The first 2ihmax genes of the individual contain 

information about the existence of the connection and its weights value 

between the input layer and hidden layer. There are in forms of pairs (cab, 

wab) for all the i hmax connections between the input and hidden layer. Here 

cab denotes the presence or absence of the connection between the input 

node a and hidden layer node b. Similarly wab denotes the presence or 

absence of the connection between the input node a and hidden layer node 

b.  

 

The next 2hmaxo genes of the individual contain information about the 

existence of the connection and its weights value between the hidden layer 

and output layer. There are in the same format of connection followed by 

weight or (cab, wab) for all the hmaxo connections between the hidden layer 

and output layer.  

 

The last section of the genetic individual consists of the biases of the 

various neurons in the hidden layer as well as the output layer. This makes 

the last hmax+o genes of the individual. 

 
3.2 Genetic Operators 

 

The genetic evolution tries to find the optimal values of the various genes. 

In other words it tries to find whether a connection must exist between a 

pair of nodes, and if it must exist, what must be its value. We use all 

conventional operators for the same. Rank based selection with stochastic 

uniform selection, scattered crossover, Gaussian mutation and a small elite 

count is used.  

 
3.3 Fitness Function 

 

The fitness function is a measure of the accuracy by which the neural 

network solves the problem out of the training input data set that is given 

to it. We assume that the data had already been divided into the training 

and testing data sets. The fitness function first initializes the neural 

network as per the specifications of the neural network stored in the 

individual. This network is then trained using Back Propagation 

Algorithm. This serves as a local search technique. The neural network 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

optimization may have a very complex fitness landscape. It is hence 

important to supplement it with an appropriate local search technique that 

returns the optimal point in the surroundings of the individual. Both the 

learning rate as well as the momentum may hence be kept low. 

 

The variable architecture neural networks trained on the training data set 

only may have the intention to grow up in size indefinitely. This is 

because of the fact that large sized neural networks give a very high 

performance on the training data and a poor performance on the testing 

data. The purpose is to enhance the performance of the system on testing 

data which requires small sized networks. Hence the total number of 

connections is computed and a penalty is added to the fitness function 

directly proportional to the number of connections. The net fitness may be 

hence given by equation (1). We assuming the GA is invoked in such a 

manner so as to minimize equation (1). 

 Fit(I) = -Performance(I) + α NC(I) (1) 

Here Fit(I) is the fitness function (which needs to be minimized),  

Performance(I) is the performance measurement function measured as 

diagnosis percentages,  

NC(I) is the function returning the total number of connections 

α is the penalty constant 

 

4. Division of Input Attributes 
 

At the next level we divide the input attributes into a number of sets. Each 

set is given to one of the modules for the diagnosis and decision making. 

The module here is simply an evolutionary neural network that we 

discussed in section 3. There are a total of two modules. The entire set of 

attributes is divided in between these two modules. Any attribute may be 

given to any, or both the modules. It is usually preferred that every 

attribute be present in one or more modules.  

 

In this problem we make a total of two modules. The first module is given 

the first half attributes. The second module is given the second half set of 

attributes. There are a total of 30 attributes. Hence the first 15 attributes 

are given to first module and the other 15 are given to the other module. 

 

Previously we had divided the data set into inputs and outputs and then 

into training and testing data sets. The complete training and testing data 

set inputs are further divided into two parts. This forms a total of 2 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

Attribute 
Division 

Inputs 

Attribute 
Set 1 

Attribute 
Set 2 

Evolutionary 
Neural Net 1 

Evolutionary 
Neural Net 2 

Result 
Integration Output 

training input data sets and 2 testing input data sets. Both sets have a 

common output set. The two modules are independently formed and 

trained using the two training data sets. This forms two independent 

modules to be used in the modular neural network. 

 

Whenever training or testing input is given to the system, it is first broken 

down into two parts. The first part contains the first half of the attributes 

and the second half contains the other half attributes. These are given to 

the two neural networks or modules. Both the neural networks 

independently assess their part of the applied inputs and make some 

decisions regarding the output. These networks output the probability of 

the cancer being Benign (or not being Malignant). This probability lies 

between 0 and 1. 

 

The last part to be performed is to make the integrator. The two modules 

independently assess their inputs and output the probability. We simply 

take the average of the probabilities produced by these two networks. This 

forms the resultant probability of the cancer being Benign. In case the 

probability is greater than 0.5, the output is Benign, else the output is 

Malignant. The system so far is shown in figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Attribute Division in Modular Neural Network 

 

 

5. Clustering of Input Space 
 

In the next level we cluster the input space into clusters. Each cluster is an 

independent module that solves the problem by its own mechanisms. The 

clustering is done using the training data. A good means of clustering may 

be by the use of Fuzzy C Means clustering. This algorithm forms fuzzy 

clusters. Each data item is hence the member of the cluster by some degree 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

and not a member by some other degree. We are primarily interested only 

in the cluster centers in this approach. 

 

The cluster centers are an indicator of how the entire input space may get 

divided in a discrete and not fuzzy manner. Any point in the input space is 

said to be belonging to the cluster whose center is closest to it. Let the 

various cluster centers be c1, c2, c3, …cn. Any input I belongs to the cluster 

j given by equation (2). 

 Cluster(I) = j : || cj – I || < ||ck – I|| for all k ≠ j (2) 

 

In this manner we may divide the entire training data into clusters. Each 

cluster of training data is used for training of an independent modular 

neural network. This modular neural network is the same network that was 

used in section 5. The number of clusters is fixed to 3 in the used 

approach. Each module of this network, representing a modular neural 

network, is independently trained with the training data belonging to that 

cluster.  

 

Hence whenever any of the training or testing data is applied, the first job 

is to compute the cluster to which it belongs. The corresponding modular 

neural network is then invoked that carries forward the rest of the task of 

computation and deciding of the class to which the input classifies to. 

Since only one of the modules is invoked, there is no need of the making 

of an integrator. Only one of the available modules gives the output and 

the others are all passive.  

 

The entire approach so far is given in figure 3. 

 

6. Mixture of Experts 
 

At the highest level in the system we build an ensemble. The ensembles 

are used to redundantly solve the problem by the various modules. Each of 

the modules takes the same inputs and processes them to give the output. 

The outputs are then combined using an integrator. The various modules 

give the probability of the occurrence of the various classes as their 

outputs. These are then averaged up to get the final probability sum. The 

class corresponding to the highest probability count is declared as the 

winner. This is the same approach that was discussed in section 4. It may 

be noted here that the final declaration of the result to which the input 
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belongs to is done at this stage and not at the stage of attribute division in 

section 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Clustering of  Input Space  

 

Now whenever any input is given to the system, it is given to each of the 

modules. The modules are complex modules, each representing a modular 

neural network. Each module independently computes the output as a 

probability vector. The probability vectors from each of the modules are 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

Same input to all 
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Expert 1:  
Multi Layer 
Perceptron-1 

Result Integration 

Output 

Expert 3:  
Multi Layer 
Perceptron-2 

Expert 2:  
Radial Basis 

Function Network 

averaged and the final decision regarding the class to which the input 

belongs is made. 

 

In this approach we make 3 modules. All the three modules are exactly 

similar in nature, except for the ground level neural network architecture. 

The first module used a Multi-Layer perceptron neural architecture. The 

second module uses Radial Basis Function Network neural network 

architecture. The last and the third module also uses the Multi-Layer 

perceptron neural architecture, but with a different architecture 

specifications. These are all tuned and evolved using genetic algorithm as 

discussed in section 3.   

 

The final model is presented in figure 4. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Mixture of Experts 

 

 

7. Results 
 

The above approach was simulated on MATLAB using the Breast Cancer 

database from UCI Machine Learning Repository. The database was 

initially normalized and distributed into inputs and outputs. 70% of the 

database was used for training and 30% was used for testing. The entire 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

dataset was randomly divided into the training and testing data sets and 

into the inputs and the outputs. This was done by a small code snippet.  

 

At the highest level, three modules were to be built up that form the three 

complex modules of the modular neural network. Each module was 

developed independently without considering the other modules. Only 

when the independent modules were trained and tested, the task of 

integration of the results was done by the code written for this part of the 

hierarchy.  

 

Each expert of this mixture of experts module was itself a complex 

modular neural network. For this we first clustered the data set consisting 

of the training data. This was done to make three clusters. The Fuzzy C 

Means clustering algorithm was used which is an inbuilt feature in 

MATLAB. The cluster centers were used to distribute the entire training 

and testing data set into clusters. Each of the cluster hence got some 

training and testing data that was used for the formulation of the module 

of this complex modular neural network. Each module is in reality a 

modular neural network. 

 

The attributes of the entire training and testing data set was divided into 

two parts. The first part contained half the input attributes and the second 

part contained the other half of the input attributes. In this manner each of 

the complex module further got partitioned into two separate modules. 

Each of these modules was an evolutionary neural network. The model of 

the neural network depended upon the expert being made. This could be a 

Multi-Layer Perceptron or a Radial Basis Function Network. 

 

At the core level, all the modules were evolutionary neural networks. We 

had intended to make 3 experts. Each of the experts had the data clustered 

into 3 clusters. This made a total of 3 x 3 modules. The modules were 

further partitioned by division of the input space. Hence the total number 

of evolutionary neural networks to be formed was 3 x 3 x 2 or 18. It is 

evident that independently evolving 18 neural networks, each with its own 

training data and model would have been a tedious task requiring a large 

amount of patience. We hence fixed the genetic parameters to be the same 

for all the networks. This was motivated from the face that all the 

networks were being trained on fragments from the same database. Hence 

the complexities of the various networks could be assumed to be similar 

and a single parameter set specified on the best practices guidelines may 

be optimal enough. Further the various networks in the same expert had 

the same network specifications, in case there was any required to be 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

specified to the system. The various training data sets were given logical 

names at the time of division, mentioning their cluster numbers, module 

numbers and expert’s names. This made it easy to reputedly call the 

evolutionary process for the different networks. The evolution was slightly 

different for the three experts, because of the difference in the models. 

However the evolution was exactly similar for the various networks within 

the same expert. There was only a difference in the training data set.  

 

The first expert was Multi-Layer Perceptron, the maximum number of 

neurons hmax could be 20. The activation functions of the hidden and 

output layers were tansig and logsig respectively. The training algorithm 

was traindg. Back Propagation Algorithm was used as a local search 

strategy. The learning rate was 0.05 and momentum was fixed to be 0.3. 

The network was trained for 30 epochs with a goal of 10
-2

. The various 

weights and biases could vary from -2 to 2. Further the crossover was 

fixed as 0.7 and Gaussian mutation had a scale and shrink of 1 each. Elite 

count was kept as 2. There were a total of 100 individuals and 50 

generations. The connection penalty was fined as 0.01. The second expert 

was the Radial Basis function network. Here only the network parameters 

were optimized by GA and these could vary from 0 to 1. The third expert 

was also Multi-Layer Perceptron. This had exactly the same parameters. 

However hmax was given a value of 35.  

 

The entire testing on the training and the testing data was done by writing 

separate codes that invoked the needed neural networks as per their logical 

names. The results were integrated by another complex integration 

mechanism as per the problem logic. This formed another part of the 

entire code.   

 

The system gave a performance of 98.5075% on the training data and 

95.8084% on the testing data. It may be noted that the same division of 

data gave a performance of 94.4020% for the training data and 91.4773% 

on the testing data when a conventional modular neural network was used 

and the input was clustered into 3 clusters in the input space. Further the 

performance was 98.2188% on the training data and 94.8864% on the 

testing data on the use of ensembles.  

 

In this simulation three ensembles were used, all with a multi-layer 

perceptron architecture and back propagation training algorithm. These 

differenced in the number of neurons in the hidden layer which were 14, 

18 and 20 for the three modules. The performance with the use of 

evolutionary neural networks was 96.2779% on the training data and 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

95.7831% on the testing data. Here a variable architecture connectionist 

approach was used for the multi-layer perceptron model. The various 

performances are summarized in table 1. It may be easily seen that the 

proposed algorithm is better than all the conventional approaches used for 

the diagnosis. 
 

Table 1: Comparison of performances of various approaches 

 

S. No. Method Training Accuracy Testing Accuracy 

1. Proposed 
Algorithm 

98.5075% 95.8084% 

2. Modular Neural 
Network 

94.4020% 91.4773% 

3. Ensembles 98.2188% 94.8864% 

4. Evolutionary Neural 
Network 

96.2779% 95.7831% 

 

It would be further important to realize the distribution of this accuracy. 

We hence independently study the various experts and the various 

modules to independently identify their performances. The first expert was 

the Multi-Layer Perceptron. This expert had a performance of 98.0100% 

on the training data and 95.8084% on the testing data. This expert was a 

combination of three clusters. The performance of each of the clusters was 

98.9362%, 97.5000%, and 96.8085% on the training data and 98.4848%, 

92.0635%, and 97.3684% on the testing data. Each of the three clusters 

had two modules. We hence further analyze the performance of both these 

modules. For the 1st cluster the performance was 98.9362% for the 

training data and 95.4545% on the testing data for module 1. The same 

performance was 99.4681% and 98.4848% for module 2. The performance 

of the second cluster had 93.3333% and, 84.1270% as the performances of 

the first module; and 97.5000% and 93.6508% as the performance of the 

second module. For the third cluster the performances were 96.8085% and 

97.3684% for 1st module and 100% and 96.8085% for the second module. 

The other experts had similar performance measures. The performance of 

the various modules is given in table 2. 
 

Table 2: The individual performances of the various modules in the algorithm 
 

Code Expert 
Number 

Cluster 
Number 

Module 
Number 

Training 
Accuracy 

Testing Accuracy 

A Entire System (all experts combined) 98.5075% 95.8084% 

E1 Expert 1: Multi-Layer Perceptron (all 
clusters combined) 

98.0100% 95.8084% 

E1.C1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

1 (all modules 
combined) 

98.9362% 98.4848% 

E1.C1.M1 Multi-Layer 1 1 98.9362% 95.4545% 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

Perceptron-1 

E1.C1.M2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

1 2 99.4681% 98.4848% 

E1.C2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

2 (all modules 
combined) 

97.5000% 92.0635% 

E1.C2.M1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

2 1 93.3333% 84.1270% 

E1.C2.M2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

2 2 97.5000% 93.6508% 

E1.C3 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

3 (all modules 
combined) 

96.8085% 97.3684% 

E1.C1.M1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

3 1 96.8085% 97.3684% 

E1.C1.M2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-1 

3 2 100% 96.8085%  

E2 Expert 2: Radial Basis Function 
Network 

98.0100% 95.8084% 

E2.C1 Radial Basis 
Function  

1 (all modules 
combined) 

98.9362% 98.4848% 

E2.C1.M1 Radial Basis 
Function  

1 1 97.8723%  93.9394% 

E2.C1.M2 Radial Basis 
Function  

1 2 99.4681% 96.9697% 

E2.C2 Radial Basis 
Function  

2 (all modules 
combined) 

96.6667% 93.6508% 

E2.C2.M1 Radial Basis 
Function  

2 1 94.1667% 88.8889% 

E2.C2.M2 Radial Basis 
Function  

2 2 96.6667%    88.8889% 

E2.C3 Radial Basis 
Function  

3 (all modules 
combined) 

100% 97.3684% 

E2.C1.M1 Radial Basis 
Function  

3 1 98.9362 97.3684% 

E2.C1.M2 Radial Basis 
Function  

3 2 100% 97.3684% 

E3 Expert 1: Multi-Layer Perceptron (all 

clusters combined) 

98.7562% 95.8084% 

E3.C1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

1 (all modules 
combined) 

98.9362% 98.4848% 

E3.C1.M1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

1 1 98.9362%   95.4545% 

E3.C1.M2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

1 2 98.9362% 98.4848% 

E3.C2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

2 (all modules 
combined) 

98.3333% 90.4762% 

E3.C2.M1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

2 1 95.0000%   85.7143% 

E3.C2.M2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

2 2 99.1667%    87.3016% 

E3.C3 Multi-Layer 3 (all modules 98.9362% 94.7368% 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

Perceptron-2 combined) 

E3.C1.M1 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

3 1 100.0000% 97.3684% 

E3.C1.M2 Multi-Layer 
Perceptron-2 

3 2 98.9362%    97.3684% 

 

 

8. Discussion 
There is an extensive use of neural networks to solve numerous real life 

problems. These problems span across multiple domains and hence have 

different type of characteristics and traits. It is well known that the more 

complex a problem is the more complex the architecture of the system 

solving the problem becomes. Here complexity is the difficulty in solving, 

rather than the perceived complexity. The ultimate example is of the 

human brain that can do all the wonderful tasks, which are all highly 

complex problems. But this is possible due to the highly complex network 

architecture inside the human brain. Many times the problems may not be 

hard, but the excessive demand for high accuracy may make them hard to 

solve. This is the case with most of the bio-medical problems, where we 

attempt to solve problems in a manner different from the manner adopted 

by the doctors. With this we attempt to get additional functionalities and 

solve problems that may not be conventionally possible.  

 

This paper is represents an attempt towards solving problems which in 

multiple ways represent a high complexity. The aim is to build a general 

framework that can be adjusted or tuned in a way so as to completely 

solve any problem, giving the best possible accuracy score. In this manner 

we aim in making the presently employed diagnostic systems more 

scalable to a large set of problems. Excessive increase in computation 

displays hope of having very large collection of biomedical databases that 

would store very large information in them. Excessively large databases 

are further sources of very valuable pieces of hidden information that may 

not be common. With this framework we further attempt to make systems 

diverse enough to capture these trends. Experimental results fully support 

that such a framework can be of use, displaying a very high recognition 

rate as compared to all other systems. Hence we may hope that trends to 

most of the other diseases may be similar in nature, where the complexity 

is high. The increase in accuracy using the proposed algorithm is also an 

indication towards capture of some more valuable diagnostic parameters 

by the intelligent system, based on the supplied parameters.  
 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

9. Conclusions 
Scalability and robustness are important aspects of any system to be used 

in a real life application. It is important for whatever systems we develop 

to be able to digest large amounts of data. Highest degree of diagnosis 

accuracy is needed in the medical domain. This is especially important for 

the ethical issues confronting to the treatment of the humans by machines. 

Even a single wrong decision by the machine may lead to a fatal loss to 

the human which would further have large impact in the non-acceptance 

of these systems. Even though a large amount of research has been done in 

the development of various tools and techniques for the medical diagnosis, 

the performance is still not cent percent. One of the tasks that is done for 

the increase of accuracy is to pool the database with more attributes and 

more data. This may be due to the lack of expertise to work over better 

attributes, or the impossibility of the same. The larger amount of data 

requires the system to be more scalable. The training especially becomes 

very slow when there is a large amount of data and attributes. The 

attributes can naturally not be deleted as it would affect the recognition by 

the system. The large amount of attributes further makes the system more 

complex requiring more neurons and making learning and testing slow. 

 

One of the most important characteristics of the proposed algorithm is its 

capability to better handle a large volume of data for the classificatory 

problems. In this characteristic it exceeds all the present modular 

approaches that can only handle modularity to some level. It is evident 

that if we divide the problem into too many modules, the problem 

becomes highly localized and the generality is completely lost. The 

resulting system can naturally not afford a large number of modules. 

Another task sometimes carried out is the division of the attributes. The 

attribute division would always demand every module to have enough 

attributes for a good overall performance. This again limits the amount of 

modularity. The discussed approach mixes both of these to attain a very 

large modularity level for highly complex problems with large data and 

large attributes. This all is built over a mixture of experts architecture for a 

more higher performance by redundant observations of the different 

experts. 

 

The algorithm was tried over the Breast Cancer database. Using the 

approach we achieved a very high accuracy that exceeded all state-of-the-

art methods used in literature. This clearly shows that the algorithm gains 

by the simultaneous introduction of the mixture of experts, modularity and 

evolutionary principles. All other methods making use of a single of such 



   

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

 
 

    

 

 

   

   

 

   

   

 

   

       
 

concept lagged at some or the other way. This makes the proposed 

algorithm exceed all other algorithms. 

 

There are numerous limitations of the current work that may be worked 

upon into the future. The major limitation of the work is that all 

simulations are restricted to a single database of Breast Cancer database. 

This database is not very scalable in nature. Hence the experimentation 

needs to be done on different database with more attributes and data 

recordings. The difference between the different approaches would get 

magnified on these databases. Many methods may completely fail to do 

diagnosis because of the large data size. The validation may further be 

done of different data sets. Another limitation of the work is that it makes 

use of only the curve fitting neural models for the recognition. The 

approach may be extended to the classificatory models as well. Further the 

work is restricted to the use of a single integration technique. The usage of 

different integration techniques like polling, minimum, maximum, 

median, fuzzy integration etc. may provide different results and trends. 

The present approach uses random technique of division of attributes 

amongst the various modules. Both the number of type of attributes to be 

given to the various modules may be done by a computationally intelligent 

technique using some simple heuristics.  

 

Complexity is a big problem in problems, which can never be predicted 

seeing any database. Adding too many hierarchies to the system would 

make the complete system very complex and would have its own 

disadvantages. Effective techniques hence need to be developed, that 

would automatically develop a system architecture that best uses the base 

techniques for problem solving. These techniques need to be as adaptable 

as possible, where the different parameters automatically attain their 

optimal values. This would be a big advantage over the present system 

that may be worked upon into the future. 
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